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The determination of the elastic property distribution in heterogeneous gel samples with a finite
element based reconstruction scheme is considered. The algorithm operates on small overlapping
subzones of the total field to allow for a high degree of spatial discretization while maintaining
computational tractability. By including a Maxwellian-type viscoelastic property in the model phys-
ics and optimizing the spatial distribution of this property in the same manner as elasticity, a
Young’s modulus image is obtained which reasonably reflects the true distribution within the gel.
However, the image lacks the clarity and accuracy expected based on simulation experience. Pre-
liminary investigations suggest that transient effects in the data are the cause of a significant
mismatch between the inversion model, which assumes steady-state conditions, and the actual
displacements as measured by a phase contrast MR technique. ©2000 American Association of
Physicists in Medicine.@S0094-2405~00!01901-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interest in accurate, quantitative evaluation of the phys
properties of biological tissue is rapidly increasing as
value of this information has been appreciated in such ap
cations as lesion detection, medical examination, and c
puter assisted surgical procedures. One particular area o
terest includes the assessment of the elastic propertie
tissue through the analysis of noninvasive image-bas
strain measurements. Ultrasound elastography has been
ied for some time,1–8 where ultrasonic imaging is used t
detect subsurface displacement response to an externall
plied displacement source. While ultrasound elastogra
continues to hold promise in terms of providing valuab
tissue data, it is presently limited by the lack of lateral re
lution in ultrasonic imaging compared to other available m
dalities. This potential drawback has led to the investigat
of MR-based strain imaging techniques.9–14 In addition to
fully three-dimensional imaging capabilities, MR offe
higher resolution than ultrasound, making it a very appea
method for discerning micron level displacement fields
biological structures.

Regardless of the strain imaging technique, it is gener
agreed that some type of model-based reconstruction pr
dure is required for determination of elastic prope
distributions.15,16To date these models have varied widely
complexity, from simple algorithms relating a Local Fr
101 Med. Phys. 27 „1…, January 2000 0094-2405/2000/27
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quency Estimation~LFE! to stiffness via a standard wav
equation formulation17 to nonlinear inversion schemes whic
operate on a partial differential equation~PDE!.3,18–22While
many of the methods proposed to date have shown prom
in simulation, there has been limited success in produc
accurate inversions of measured dynamic strain data. T
points to a variety of issues, such as viscoelastic beha
and transient effects, which need investigation in order
develop successful, robust algorithms for elasticity imag
through interpretation of harmonic displacement fields.

While inversion in the case of dynamic, rather than qua
static, mechanical motion has shown the need for a h
level of algorithmic sophistication, the benefits of the proc
dure are potentially significant. By generating strain fie
through dynamic displacement propagation, elasticity inf
mation can be inferred in structures inaccessible by mean
quasi-static surface actuation, e.g., the brain. In addition,
namic displacements are useful for estimating tissue pro
ties other than elasticity, such as dispersion and density.
paper examines the first applications of a subzone-ba
elastic property reconstruction scheme,20 with an additional
Maxwellian-type viscoelastic term, to experimental MR da
This algorithm is based on a well-established nonlinear
version scheme,3,18,19 where the global reconstruction tech
nique is instead performed on small, local ‘‘subzones’’ of t
tissue region of interest~ROI!. The improvements in algo
101„1…/101/7/$17.00 © 2000 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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rithmic performance found through the addition of viscoel
tic behavior are encouraging but not complete. Evidence
sented here suggests that the method’s assumption of ste
state motion in the MR generated data may be the prim
discrepancy in the data-model match.

II. INVERSION METHOD

The nonlinear elastic property reconstruction scheme
forms the core of the subzone inversion technique is cent
around a squared error minimization formulation,3,18–20

where the agreement between the calculated displacem
derived from the most recent property estimate,ul

c at loca-
tion l, and the measured displacement data at that loca
ul

m , is sensed by the functional

F5(
l 51

N

~ul
m2ul

c!2, ~1!

for N measurement locations. Minimization of this function
is accomplished by equating its derivatives with respec
the reconstruction parameters to zero, generating the m
system

@~H1aI !#$DG%2$f%50, ~2!

with DG representing the vector of parameter updates,f be-
ing the derivatives ofF in Eq. ~1! with respect to the param
eter field G, and H being the approximate Hessian matri
The regularization parametera is added to the diagonal ofH
and scaled to the inversion problem at hand by
Levenberg–Marquardt method23 to facilitate solution of Eq.
~2!.

Two elastodynamic models have been implemented
date in order to provide displacement calculations based
the estimated parameter distributions. The simplest invo
an undamped linear elastic relationship, while the other a
a Maxwellian viscoelastic coefficient to account for the
tenuation of displacement in tissue. Expressed in terms
PDE in displacement,u, these models can be written as24

¹•G¹u1¹~l1G!¹•u5r
]2u

]t2 , ~3!

for a linear elastic tissue of densityr having propertiesG and
l and

¹•G¹u1¹~l1G!¹•u5z
]u

]t
1r

]2u

]t2 , ~4!

for a Maxwellian viscoelastic material with damping coef
cient z.

In general, the inversion problem defined in Eq.~2! is
intractable for highly resolved material property distributio
as computing a single solution update scales cubically w
the size of the vectorG. To overcome this resolution limita
tion, a subzone inversion scheme has been develop20

which recasts the global error functional in Eq.~1! as a sum
of functionals defined on small subzones of the total RO

F5(
z51

Q

Fz ~5!
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where min(F) is replaced by

(
z51

Q

min~Fz! ~6!

for Q subzones. Further details on the mathematical
computational underpinnings of this technique are descri
in Ref. 20; the algorithm essentially relying on foundatio
previously developed in Refs. 18, 19. In numerical simu
tions the formulation has been found to be very effective
reconstructing high resolution~MR pixel level! parameter
distributions even in the presence of high noise~up to 15% in
the undamped linear elastic case!, as reported in Ref. 20. The
subzone-based inversion method has also been found to
ecute relatively quickly, with global property distribution so
lutions for meshes of approximately 20 000 nodes be
completed in a few hours. Direct solution of the full inver
problem for a mesh of this size is computationally infeasi
on workstations currently available. Here, we describe
initial experience in applying the algorithm to dynamic M
displacement data measured in gel phantoms.

III. MR DISPLACEMENT IMAGING TECHNIQUE

To obtain displacement measurements, we have de
oped an MR-compatible mechanical driver which can vibr
tissue-like gel phantoms in a strong magnetic field. Figur
shows the device which is currently in use. The design
centered around an actuator constructed of nine piezoele
stacks wired in parallel. Three layers, each separated by
bilizing ceramic plates and consisting of three piezostac

FIG. 1. Piezoelectric displacement actuator with image A showing the en
device including the phantom box on the left and image B showing a c
up of the nine parallel driven piezocrystal stacks attached to one wall of
rigid phantom container. The imparted motion is parallel to the long axis
the piezoelectric actuator which is denoted as thex direction in subsequent
figures.
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were used to provide adequate displacement under dyn
load. Individually, each stack is capable of67 mm of dis-
placement when driven by a 100-Vpp signal, so that the
sembly as a whole can ideally produce621 mm of motion.
The stacks are powered by a wide band amplifier wh
boosts the sinusoidal driving signal generated by the
pulse program. Using the MR pulse sequence to generate
driving signal for mechanical vibration allows almost a
waveform to be used and also allows highly accurate con
of the phase between the mechanical vibration and the
tion encoding gradient. However, this also limits the time
mechanical stimulation to the signal duration of the mot
sensitizing gradients as described below~see Fig. 2!. Inde-
pendent measurements of actuator motion using a cap
tively coupled displacement probe have demonstrated
the response of the actuators is linear in the applied volt
for a given frequency, yielding 10–15mm of displacement a
100 Hz, 60 Vpp.

The motion encoding MR gradient sequence, based o
simple gradient echo sequence, is illustrated in Fig. 2. T
imaging process involves three cycles of mechanical mo
driven by signal from the RF, the last two of which coincid
with the sensitizing gradients. The phase in the MR imag
recorded for different phase relationships between the
plied motion and the encoding gradients to calculate the
monic displacement in each pixel of an image. Four su
phase relationships are used to ensure internal consist
between the measured phase and the fit to the expressiC
1M cosw, where the amplitude,M, and the relative phase
w, completely characterize the harmonic motion. The c
stant phase offset,C, has no bearing on the measured motio
MR timing and resolution parameters for these image ac
sitions are: TR5300 ms; TE558 ms; FOV58 cm; 256
3128 pixels; 10-mm slice thickness.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Initially, homogeneous gels were used to validate the M
measurement system. Figure 3 shows a typical exampl
the displacements obtained in a homogeneous gel phan
(5 cm35 cm34 cm), where the 100-Hz,x-directed actuation

FIG. 2. MR motion sensitizing gradient sequence showing that the dura
of mechanical motion is directly linked to the data acquisition time ass
ated with one phase encoding event.
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 1, January 2000
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was applied through the bottom and two side walls of
rigid gel container~see Fig. 1!. The displacements were re
corded in both the horizontal~x! and vertical~y! directions
such that they form a two component vector field in t
imaging plane parallel to the axis of mechanical translati
Because of the symmetry in this case, only a single cen
plane is illustrated. Distortional~shear! wave fronts are evi-
dent with a wavelength of approximately 1 cm. This wav
length is consistent with the known Young’s modulus of t
gel ~3–5 kPa, as measured in separate mechanical te!.
Peak displacements measured in the gel at the walls of
box were approximately 10mm, which mirrors the data col-
lected with an independent measurement probe.

In Fig. 3, the images in the first column represent d
collected forx-directed~horizontal! motion while the second
column shows the corresponding data fory-directed~verti-
cal! motion. The first row,A, shows a standard grayscale M
image of the homogeneous gel phantom, while rowsB andC
show the reconstructed motion parametersM andw, respec-
tively. The bottom row,D, shows the overall displacemen
field, given byM cosw for each vector displacement comp
nent. It is interesting to note that there is a small discrepa
between these displacement images and the known boun
conditions, i.e., a nonzero displacement along the bottom
the gel phantom. This is due to an imperfection in an ea
prototype of the mechanical driver, where the horizon
plane of motion did not exactly correspond to the horizon
plane of the MR, leading to a uniformy-directed displace-
ment offset within the gel.

The development of wavelike behavior is readily visib
in the magnitude~row B! and displacement fields~row D! as
expected. However, the mechanics of the wave propaga
are fairly complex, even for a homogeneous gel phantom
illustrated in Fig. 3, due to the asymmetric~top to bottom!
boundary conditions which exist. From thex directional dis-
placement~row D, left!, it is evident that the predominan
mode of wave propagation is shear motion caused by
bottom surface acting as a distortional wave source. The
form horizontal peaks and valleys suggest the gel is ne
incompressible at this length scale~short compared to the
dilatational wavelength! and low frequency, so that dilata
tional wave propagation is not supported. The same con
sion is reached by examining they motion in Fig. 3~row D,
right! where uniform vertical contours exist, indicating
shear mode of propagation. Another noticeable character
is the apparent damping of motion from the walls to t
center of the gel~row B! suggesting that the wavefronts ma
have undergone some dispersion or may not represent
developed harmonic motion.

Figure 4 shows MR generatedx andy displacement data
for a block of agar gel with a hard, spherical agar gel inc
sion approximately 1.5 cm in diameter. The plane shown
the same as Fig. 3, cutting through the center of the phan
with its x-axis in line with the direction of vibration. The
y-directed displacement offset associated with Fig. 3
been removed by the elimination of the imperfection in t
mechanical driver. Figure 5 presents a standard grays
MR image of the gel phantom. Interestingly, the inclusion

n
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FIG. 3. Raw data from MR motion en-
coding gradients using a homogeneo
gel phantom within the device shown
in Fig. 1 with voxel intensity grayscale
images~row A!, magnitudes ofx andy
displacement respectively@mm#, ~row
B!, phase ofx and y directional dis-
placement@rad# ~row C!, and recon-
structed x and y displacement from
magnitude and phase@mm# ~row D!.
The left-hand column representsx di-
rected motion sensitivity while the
right representsy directed sensitivity.
Note that the images in this figure ar
dimensioned in pixel coordinates.
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barely visible in image A, showing that the elastic prope
contrast does not translate into conventional MR image c
trast. It is also the case that the displacement fields th
selves~Fig. 4! do not clearly indicate the presence of t
harder inclusion embedded within the gel. For visualizat
purposes, the area of heterogeneity has been outlined in
age B of Fig. 5.

Image reconstructions of the elastic property distribut
in the heterogeneous gel sample~Fig. 5! obtained from the
MR displacement data~Fig. 4! are presented in Fig. 6. Tw
inversions are shown: one with the undamped elastic mo
from Eq.~3! ~image A! and the other with the damped mod
presented in Eq.~4! ~images B and C!, where image B shows
the elasticity distribution and image C shows the map of
Maxwellian attenuation coefficient for the damped model
construction. While both images A and B clearly recover
presence of a hard inclusion near the center of the gel,
size and overall localization of the inclusion are more ac
rately represented in the damped model inversion. Imag
indicates that the surrounding gel has a relatively low atte
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 1, January 2000
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ation component while the inclusion exhibits a level of i
creased damping.

The results in Fig. 6 are encouraging, especially sin
they represent one of the first elastic property images der
from experimental MR data where displacements have b
measured under conditions of a dynamically applied m
chanical stimulus. However, further improvements are de
able and necessary if MR elastography is to progress c
cally. While qualitatively satisfying, the images in Fig. 6 a
not immediately as promising as those achieved in simu
tion studies,20 which raises important questions about t
adequacy of the model relative to the imaging physics. T
improvement in the elastic property image with the additi
of attenuation effects demonstrated in Fig. 6 suggests
data-model match is critical. In this regard it is important
note that the MR displacement field is acquired during
first three harmonic cycles of the displacement stimulat
which is intermittently applied with the pulse sequenci
~see Fig. 2! as the data associated with each pixel/voxe
generated. Hence, it is quite possible that the measured
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105 Van Houten et al. : Elasticity reconstruction 105
placements do not reflect fully developed wavefronts wh
have reached the dynamic steady state, creating a con
with the harmonic motion assumption used in the invers
model.

To investigate this possibility, we simulated the transie
behavior of the MR data acquisition using a time-dom
solution of Eq.~4! where the stimulation was applied to th
walls of the phantom for three cycles at 100 Hz. The tim
history of each node in the finite element mesh which co
prises the measured displacement field was then Fou
transformed and the 100-Hz component~magnitude and
phase! was extracted in order to represent the MR displa
ment measurements. This data was then supplied to our
quency domain inversion algorithm~after being corrupted
with 10% added noise!, which produced the elastic proper
image shown in image A of Fig. 7. This image is striking
similar in character to the images in Fig. 6. In image B
Fig. 7, we also show the case where the simulated meas
ment data is taken from the steady-state solution~with 10%
added noise! and inverted with the algorithm. The improve
ment in the recovery of the elastic property distribution
remarkable and suggests that the degradation of the ima
Fig. 6 results in part from data-model mismatch between
transient motion which is measured and the time-harmo

FIG. 4. Displacement data generated by the phase contrast MR ima
method for the gel sample shown in Fig. 5. Image A shows thex direction
displacement while image B shows they direction displacement, both in
mm.
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 1, January 2000
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model which is assumed. It is also interesting to note that
recovery of the elastic properties is quantitative for t
steady-state data image~image B! whereas the reconstructe
properties are an order of magnitude too high for the tr
sient data image~image A!, presumably due to some form o
artificial hardening which tries to compensate for the da
model mismatch. The reconstructions from experimen
data in Fig. 6 exhibit the same character~i.e., an effective
hardening of the embedded inclusion!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Previous simulations20 indicate that quantitative image re
construction of elastic property distributions can be rec
ered in the presence of considerable measurement noise~up
to 15%! using an overlapping zone finite element inversi
technique. Reconstructed property resolution can be
served at the MR measurement level~i.e., pixel resolution!
with this approach. Initial experience with reconstructions
actual MR data in heterogeneous gel phantoms consistin
harder inclusions embedded in a softer background is
couraging and shows that the localized increase in stiffn
can be found~despite a lack of conventional MR image co
trast or contrast observable directly in the displacement fi
itself!. In this regard, the incorporation of displacement
tenuation through the addition of a Maxwellian viscoelas
term in the governing computational model has been sho
to improve the recovery of the size, shape, and location
the hard inclusion. However, simulations of the potent
transient effects in the MR displacement measurements i
cate that the data-model mismatch between the MR data
quisition method and the assumed steady-state image re

ng

FIG. 5. Standard MR contrast image of a heterogeneous gel sample w
image B includes a superimposed outline of the hard inclusion.
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106 Van Houten et al. : Elasticity reconstruction 106
struction model may be the most important factor wh
presently limits the recovered property image quality.

Two immediate pathways for resolving this inconsisten
present themselves. As demonstrated in the transient sim
tion reported here, the MR displacement encoding grad
imaging process can be modeled by taking the freque
component of the transient displacement solution relate
the harmonic excitation. By incorporating this process in

FIG. 6. Two inversions of the MR displacement data shown in Fig. 4. Im
A shows the reconstruction based on the undamped linear elastic mod
Eq. ~3! @kPa# and images B and C show the resulting elasticity~image B!
and Maxwellian damping~image C! distributions of the viscoelastic mode
@Eq. ~4!# inversion, in units of@kPa# and @kg/s 1e6#, respectively.
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 1, January 2000
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the subzone inversion technique, the transient effects pre
in displacement images generated in three or four cycle
actuation could be modeled, presumably leading to h
quality inversions from transient data sets of this type. Alt
natively, by separating the driving signal for the mechani
actuator from the gradient signal, but maintaining phase
herency with the MR gradients through the use of a pha
lock loop, mechanical excitation could be applied through
the image acquisition process. This would assure that
resulting displacement images represent the steady-state
tion of the sample, which should also lead to high qual
property reconstructions. Which approach provides the b
image reconstructions while still offering a convenient a
feasible imaging process remains to be determined. At
point both of the strategies mentioned here remain as via
options.
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FIG. 7. Two inversions of the simulated data set where image A shows
reconstruction based on displacement data generated in three cycles o
tion starting from rest@kPa# while image B shows the same reconstructio
process carried out on steady-state data@kPa#.
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